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A catego~&U%@ribod whose objects are pairs in the sense of Eckmranrt and Hilton. The set 
Of 4qOrphiaqwgd$, g), from f to g is the sdt of equivalence lasses (under a certain equivajence 
relation) ,of triple& (4,h h,), where 4 and $ form together with f and g a homotopy-commutative 
diagram and ht is a htknoiopy from t#f to gr(l, w(f; g) depends only on the homatopy classes of 
f and g and rr, (au, 8) a= ~n@?‘$ g) is a group for n a 1. The groups fit into a ‘cylinder-web’ diagram 
with muftiple ex&t sequences that can enable their computation provided tiCat all relevant 
%‘bsoh&’ homotopy groups ?r,(X, Y) are known and information regarding composition of
absolute classes i available* For the Hopf classes 7) and Y the groups rr,(q, q) (n & I), n,(q, 1)) 
(1 @ n G 5) aisd W&S, ~3) (n = 1,2) are computed. 
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Oo Ivrtroductiomn 
??his paper may ba regarded as an attempt o answer the question: what is the 
‘correct’ @ati&ati~n of tl$e km~topy categury of topological spaces? In the 
@Iassi~@ relative bomotclpy theory the objects of interest are pairs of spaces (X, .&) 
with X0 c X, a map of pairs (X9 X0) + (Y, Yo) being a map X -B Y sending XO into 
Yo, with homatopies defin& accordingly. (All spaces are pointed and all maps and 
hQmc@.qks lx&erve ink) It was pointed out by Eckmann and Hilton [3] 
in their long series 9f pa hemotapy and ty that one could regard a pair 
(X, X0) as an inhusiati map aX and that for lJNJSt% it was unmxessary 
to restrict attention to M&cons. Any continuous map is, in their sense, a pair and 
from the University of Cape Town and South African 
re ackntipl wedged. 
(& c”l,) : f + g is a pair-homotopy if (6, and & are hornotopies such thatl for each 
t E 8, &f = g$,. Let [f, g] denote the set of pair-homotopy classes of pai:~ maps from 
f to g. The resulting category with horn-sets [f, g] may be regqded as the natural 
relativization ofahe homotopy categmy but this view can ~HZ criticis& Why require 
a commutative rather than laoxnotopy-commutative diagram. fdr. a map 08 p&s? Is 
not the requirement &f = g& for pair-homotopy excessively rigid? Ag@hi# would 
hope that the !=iorn-set [/‘,g] would turn out to be an invariant of the homotapy 
classes of f an1 g but a counter-example suggested by D. Puppe [6, Remark l] 
shows that this is not the case. 
In Seotion 1 of the present paper a tzdtegory %79%’ is descril&d kaving the 
foll~owing features. 
(1) It contains a full subcategory isomorphic to the classical relative homotopy 
category of cofibred pairs. 
(2) The objects are pairs in the sense of Eckmann and Hilton. 
(3) The set of morphisms (f, ,g) from ,f to g is the set of equivalence classes 
(under a certain rather natural equivalence: r lation) of triples (4, #, It,), where 4 
and $ form together with f and g a homotopy-commutative diagram and h, is a 
homotopy from &f to g$. 
(4) The set w(f, g) delpends only on the homotopy classes off and of ga 
(5) If g is a pointed A!-fibration or if f is a pointed h-cofibration then ?r(jF, g)= 
:f gl* 
(6) Let C denote reduced suspension. Then a(Z”h g) (n 3 2) is anabeliatr$x@u$.~ 
Indeed it makes ense to define W&V, /3) = n(G”fl g), whtire. Q nnii’B;‘deno& e 
homotopy classes of f and g. .x - 
(7) The groups V&Z, fl) fit into a ‘cylinder-web’ diag&n with tiult@&exact 
sequences that can enable their computation provided that’ all rdevakt ?&i&Kite’ 
homotopy groups 7~~ (X, Y) are known and information regard&’ co&position of 
absolute classes i  available. r 
The choice of a s,uitable name is somethling of a problein. ‘Pair~h&~oto#y? has
an established meaning which it would be ,desirable to retain. In view bf the usage 
‘homotopy limit, homotopy pull-back’ it sc:ems not ina~~~ro~r~at~ to refer to the 
new category as the category of homutopy pairs (and hbmotbl& p& cl&es) and 
) as hsmotupy pair griwps. 
R&a&s* Proposition 1.2 is easy to verify directly but the reader may prefer to 
note that .%!??Q can be regarded as the ‘homotopy category’ associated toa certain 
2-category structure on %?I?~. For details see: f9, 2.5, 2.6, 2.81. The referee has 
pointed out that the ‘coherent approach of l,his paper is equivalent to a ‘rigid’ 
approach using model categories. Whereas the coherent approach is perhaps1 more 
natural to homotopy theorists the model-category approach would appear to have 
advantages for more general categories ofdiagrams. 
2. Tk adjmdion 
I.& 954 and 9% denote, respectively, the categories of pair maps artd of 
pair-homotopy classes. Zf we set 
1.f =fs ~A&, 9) = (4, $9 @f = g@}) 
we obtain a functor 1~ : 9?& -), and it is easy to check that I’ induces a fun&or 
a I has 4 ful2 and faithful l&t adjoint J md ta fdl and faithfui right 
Mf is the space obtained from the disjoint union (NY Xl) + Y by rniic$@ ,:,$~e 
ident,ificatiOns (a,8) = * (C E I) and (x, 1) = fj, (J E X). Jf Z@ af 9; ‘$i$)i@~ 
satiafying (If)x k= (x, CJ), n f (x, t) = fx, (nf)y = y (x E X, t E I, 9 E’ ‘Ii@): ’ ’ j .j ’ . 
There is an inclusiol~ mag i : Y+ Mf and a hcmO@py (infl;: 1 n f hi’&&dbi#f 
giLen by (mf),,& s}= (x, S+ 1 -t), (Fnf),y =y (X EX* y e Y, S, &I). Let (4, &‘{h,i}j 
be a homotoay pair map from f to g md let M($, & hr): Mf 4bfg b the map 
w49 $5 MY = 4Y (Y 62 Yh 
Then one may ahserve that the homotopy class of M(& #, h,) and further, the 
pair-homotopy class Of. (M(&, & k,), JI) : .I”-) Jg depends only on the relative 
homotopy class Of k,. Swppose now that 4, and IG; are &motOpies with &= 4, 
$0 = 6 Then UW#L &, k~&-~. J+ hd) + g& 1, &) is a pair-hbmoto$y ;frotih 
OWO, $0, C&f + i:A + g&b, rlo) to M41, +I, khJ + h) + g$J, CFd and hence 
{Ad@, #, h,), $} depends only on the N equivalence class of (4, $, (hi)>. 
Let . 
Jkh rl: W = (M(d), G, h), 44 E [Jh Jgl- 
The functorial property of J can readily be vetified and if we set 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
it can be verified that E and q are natural transformations. Moreover since we have 
and 
the triangdlas identities are satkfied. In order to prove that J is full and faithful it 
ised)] to prove that q is a 
to qpt for (gltf, l,fi l 7jf = 1 a 
(0’1 
c~rnpieting the proof that J is a full, land u”afthfult. The construction of I; is based 
on the well-known path space (ntappb~~ truck) factorization 
of the pair f :X -) Y, The argu&ent is exactly &al. 
As discussed in the introduction the set [f, g] is not, in general, an invariant of 
th4: hotiotapy c%&s of’f and g*’ In contrast we have the following corollary. 
Proof. Since J is full and faithful, J: nr(f, g)-, [Jf, Jg] is a bijection. Since the 
pair-homotopy type of Jf depends only on the homotopy class off [8, Theorem 3.8’1, 
the result follows. 
If f is a pointed &cofibration, then by the pointed vers,ion of [13,2.313, f and 
Jf have the same pair-hornotopy type. On appealing to the adjoint correspondence 
q( f, g) = a( f, lg) = [Jf, g] and dual considerations we have the following. 
Corollary 2.6, If f is a pointed h-cofibratim or if g is a pointed h- fibratio ,, /hen 
- df, g)=Cf, gl. 
A consequence of Corollary 2.6 is that %9% contains a full subcategory isomor- 
phic to the classical relative homotopy categ+ory of cofibred pairs. 
The following corollary, together with the results of the next section, provides 
an approach to the problem of computing ?r(f, g). 
Corollmy 2.7. For any pairs f and g, ?p( f, g) = [Jf, Lg]. 
For the remainder of the paper it will be convenient to work in the category 
%I?$* of pointed compactly generated Hausdorff spaces, re@acing the compact-open 
its compxfly generated coreftection. Corollary 2.7 reduces the 
ting ~(f, g) to the problem of computing a set cf pair-homotopy 
classes Ii, &J, where i : A + X is a pointed cofibration arsd p : E -3, a pointed 
64 
the underlying set of pi is precisely the set of pair map fro% i< fo, gT .Sinm 
pA l E’ = B’ l px, there is 3 unique map a! : EX -*pi sup&t that 7tla z px and lrrsa = E! 
The following is a mild variant of a result due to Harold Hastiw [7, Thearem 3.11. 
To obtain Proposition 3.2 it is only necessary to modify the proof given by 
Hastings using instead the exponential correspondence [II, Theogem 5.12] and 
noting that for W in W *, W I\ i : W A A + W n X is a p&r&d cofH~r&~n by [4, 
Theorem 5 .S]. 
It follows from PrDpa;ition 3.2 that there is a commutative ciiagram 
in which each arrow is a fibration. The homotopy sequences of these Rbrations 
interlock as in the ‘cylinder-web’ diagram at t& opk of the next page. 
To obtain the cylinder web diagram observe fir&y that 3’~ has fibre B.’ and that 
its homotopy sequence is essentially the Pup s~qucnc?? + [J&4, s] + [K, s] + 
[.X, B] -) [A, IS]* SimilarEy the map pA has fibr A and its hamotapy sequence is
ftssentially the dual Puppe sequence + [ZA, B]+ [A, F]+ [A, El-+ [A, Is]. The 
horizontal and vertical sequences of the cylinder+veb diagram arise in thL way. 
To obtain the diagonal sequences note that the based t00p factor 4% preseerves 
but that the rectangles 
[Z”+‘A, B]+[i?‘+lK B] 
[X”+lA, F]-, [ZnK, F], 
for n! 5 1, are likely to be anti-commutative by analogy with [2, Y, Prop. 4.11. It 
may also be observed that the ‘main diagonal sequence’ is essentially the sequence 
[6]* Certain diagonal sequences arising in homological algebra have bezn studied 
in #j. A 
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Cc~i~liary 3.3. If a E [A, X] and /3 e [Ep B] are homotopy classes and if A, X, E 
and B ure in Wf* then there is a cylinder-web diagram whose dia(:onal sequences 
pass through the groups ~~(a, 18). 
Proof. Let f : A -)X, g : E + B ?,e maps ;3 the classes CY and p respectively and 
consider the case i = .ljb p = Lg. ‘I%en K beGames the cofibre (mapping cone) of f 
Since the homotopy type of the mapping cone of f depends only on a! we may 
denote it by K,. Similarly the honrotopy type of (kg)-‘(*), the fibre of g, depends 
only on p and may be denoted by F@. The relevant diagonal sequences are as follows. 
In this final section an attempt will be made to in&ate& p3wq and Witations 
of the cylinder-web dnqram as a machine for compuiing homotopy pair groups. 
It is intended to make a more systematic study of @heir proper&k immbseqmnt 
papers. Let q = q2 in w&j*) and v in &S4) denote Hopd class&, &et qa in &S3) 
be the suspension of 72. 
Proof, In the case cy = /3 =z q the sequence (3.5) becomes 
* * ’ -9 weJ+3(S1)+ Ir,(q, T+ n,+*(S2)+ 7Tp&+*(S’)3 l l * (n2s 1). 
Since flm (S’) = 0 (m B 2), Proposition 4.1 follows by exactness. 
In thz proof of the folkwing proposition the full cylinder-web diagram seems 
to be required. As a by-product of the discussion certain cohomotopy groups are 
computed. 
Proposition 4.2. (a) nl(q,t/) = 0, 7477,~) = .Z w&,4 = ZZ +&, 70(71,4 = 0, 
n3(r;, u~=z+z*+z~. 
and 6 = v it should first be observed that in the cohomotopy 
Y33 7L+2W) -5b 7rrl+3w~+[Lz1”-1K y1 (4.3) 
(with Y = B = S4 or Y = E = S’ or Y = F, = S3) the bomosvofphisms q* are 
inoticed by composition with qn,-2 fn a 1) and that in the homotopy sequences the 
homomorphisms 
[AT” w, S’] y*-+ [X” w, S4] 
(with W = A = S” or W =X = S2 or W = K = KJ are induced by composition 
with v. 
From the cohomotopy sequence 
&S3) 5 we(S") u+ [S*K, S3]+ w4(S3) z lrs(S3), 
Q$ is an isomorphism and V$ is m&e 112, pO 411, It fsllo,ws that [X2&C, S3] = 
cokernel T$ = Zz +&. From the main diagonal sequence 
0 = W&S’) + n3(q, tp) + [X2K, S3]+ W&!?‘) = 0 
we have rr3(~, V) = [X*K, S3] = 22+23. In the cohomotopy sequence 
w6(S3) 1’c_ QT~(S~) + [.X3K, S']-* ws(S3) Ilf, w&S3), 
qt is manic and q$ is epic f12, Proposition 5.81. It follows that [X3_& S3] = 0. 
From the main diagonal sequence 
0 = 7ps(S7) -p 7r4(q, v) + [S”K, s3:1 + ns(S7) =0 
we have 9~&7, Y) = [X”K, S”] = 0. In the ci)homotopy sequence 
*a(S4) 5 ?r7(S4) -, p3K-9 S4]+ ss(S4) .*c we(S4), 
$ is an isomoxphism and ~6* is manic f12, p. 413. It follows that [C3K, S4] = 
cokernel 716 = 2 + 22 + 23. From the cohomotopy sequence 
0 = ve(S’) -+ lr,(S’) + [Z3K, ST] -) w5(S7) 
we have [X’K, S’] = rp7(S7) =Z In the cohomotopy sequence 
ism. It follows thar [.X4 
g homomsrphism [X” 
+ v#) is necessarily trivial the 
‘)= 
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E”irosfb Let F = fibre q3, K = cofibre rl.1 In the homotopy sequence 
a&) -8, sr5(S3) + w4(F) + w4(S4) -) w4(S3) 
the iirst arrow 773* is an isomorph&m and the last arrow qs* is epic. Hence 
rrd(r”) = kernel(n4(S4) + 9rd(S”)) == 2. Iin the same sequence 
?r@) + wG(S3) + 715(F) + ws(S”) + w&3] 
the first arrow q3w is manic [12, (5.3), p. 401 and the last as note& above is an 
isomorphisrn. Hence as(F) = cokernel(v&S4) + &S’)) = & +& 112, Proposi- 
tion 5.6, see also p. 1861. In the diagonal sequence 
,dS3) + dF) + m(v39713) -* a4V31 + ~4~~), 
the first arrow is trivial since it can be factored as(S3) = 22 + n,(F) = Z + es(F). 
The lar,t arrow v4(S3) = Z2 + n4(F) = 2 is also trivial. Exactness implies the assertion 
of Proposition 4.3(a). In the cohomotopy sequence 
7Te(S3) + 7Q(S3) 3 [A%, S3] + Q(S3) + na(S3) 
the first arrow r/t is epic [12, Proposition 5.8) and the last arrow $2 is manic fl2, 
(5.3), p. 401. Hence [X2K, s”] = 0. In the diagonal sequence 
the last arrow is trivial since it can be factored as 9rfj(S4) $. [SK, S*]-+ 
aysld the arrow 6r is trivial since it lies in the cohomotopy sequence 
n:;(S”) s Tr&s4) s [ , $7. It t’ollows that n&73, ~3) = w,#) = 22, which 
c0mpletes the proof of Proposition 4.3. 
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